A new splicing acceptor site and poly(A)+ sequence signal within DQA1*0401 and DQA1*0501 mRNA 3'UTR contribute to increase the extraordinary diversity of mRNA isoforms.
In this paper, we have analysed the diversity of mRNA species generated by DQA1*0501 and DQA1*0401 alleles in homozygous B-lymphoblastoid cell lines. As we previously reported, six mRNA isoforms that differ in the 3'UTR have been identified in these cells. This diversity of mRNA species results both from the alternative use of two acceptor spliced sites and the differential selection of two poly(A)+ sequence signals by the processing machinery. In this report we describe a new acceptor sequence signal that allows generation of a new alternative spliced mRNA species. This acceptor sequence signal was also present in all of the seven DQA1 homozygous cell lines analysed. In addition, we have identified a previously undetected, non-conventional but functional, poly(A)+ sequence signal that lacks an identifiable AATAAA hexamer, one of the most important element of the core. This sequence signal allows the generation of two additional mRNA isoforms both in DQA1*0501 and DQA1*0401 homozygous cell lines but not in the others. We show that DQA1*0501 and DQA1*0401 primary transcripts can be processed into nine mRNA isoforms that differ in the 3'UTR. Finally, we summarized all the DQA1 mRNA species deriving from DQA1*0101, DQA1*0102, DQA1*0103, DQA1*0201, DQA1*0301, DQA1*0401 and DQA1*0501 alleles and shown in B-lymphoblastoid cell lines.